RisingVoices
RisingWaters
New ecopoetry by students of
Fowey River Academy, Cornwall, UK
I.E.S. Aljada, Murcia, Spain
Liceo MajoranaLaterza Putignano, Italy
Lycée François d’Estaing, Rodez, France
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Illustrated with
Poetry postcards sent from
Augsburg, London, Murcia and Munich

Workshop Description
What is water? Life, ‘acqua’, a scarce resource, rising tides, H2O, ‚l’eau‘,
‚Wasser‘, something with which to brush your teeth, home to manatees,
‚agua‘, a nuisance on a camping trip, a source of energy, Jesus could walk on
it, not as thick as blood, tasteless, yet political, beautiful, yet with not one
form ... In this workshop, we will be reading and writing poems that respond
to the many meanings that water can have. More specific topics may include
climate change, utopian (underwater?) cities, water in the universe,
maritime environments, human and nonhuman animals, the water cycle,
plants and alternative bodies, science and observation, noise and silence,
plastic pollution and sustainability, land and water, transport and walking
and swimming, housing and public space and ways of living together,
environmental rights, the voice of individuals and collectives. No previous
experience with writing poetry is necessary: we will share examples and give
specific exercises to encourage students to see that poetry can be everywhere
(like water) and can take on the strangest shapes (like underwater life).

The Compilation
The ecopoetry workshop Rising Voices, Rising Waters took place over five
sessions online we hosted in winter 20202021, and involved the students
writing Englishlanguage poems on water and sustainability. The postcards
feature poems sourced by the students from www.lyrikline.org and
elsewhere, on any topic and in their first languages. Thanks for your work in
spite of the pandemic and keep writing, dear students! Enjoy these poems on
water and for a sustainable world, dear readers!
MaraDaria Cojocaru (London) & Lisa Jeschke (Munich)
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Workshop participants
France
Matéo Ruiz
Mihai Vesa
Germany
Sophia Biehringer
Lucie Neubert
Emily Puggioni
Italy
Pietro Di Bari
Giuseppe Leogrande
Marco Loliva
Simonetta Vinella
Spain
Paloma García Montoya
Selena Soler Ramírez
Chigeme Elizabeth White Eyenian
Guest Poem by Aurora Albarracín Abellán
UK
Henry Barnett
Lottie Woodford
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Henry Barnett
Fowey River Academy
UK

The ocean is stirring,
Full of unimaginable life.
We know very little
Yet also so much
About the vast open sea.
The whales are so big,
While the plankton is so small,
The fish are so expansive,
And so is the sea.
The sea is everywhere,
It’s almost too big,
It holds many secrets,
And it’s still getting bigger.
The land dwellers are spoilt,
Using what they want,
Thinking less of the consequences that are destroying the planet.
They burn up their land,
They intoxicate the seas,
They fill up the atmosphere.
They don’t realise that one day
It will be their downfall.
We are those people and we need to turn around.
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Sophia Biehringer
MariaTheresiaGymnasium Augsburg
Germany

above, below?

I let myself fall
down
does that even exist?
above, below
does that make a difference?
silence
only my own beating heart
like a voice
the only one I have heard for a long time
a lifetime
ticking hand of a clock
what time is it? No dial
sunken lifeboat
glittering light from above, below?
frozen stars
melted gold
tear drops of the sky, the earth?
above, below
blazing flame in the sea
my stars under water
sun in the ocean
shining body
I touch your skin
glowing paper
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Pietro Di Bari
Liceo MajoranaLaterza Putignano
Italy

the mirror of the identical shadows

I don’t live underwater
I live in a normal city.
You don’t live underwater
You live in a normal city.
I can’t live without water
But it can also destroy my house.
You can’t live without water
But it can also destroy your house.
I see the ocean and I ask myself “what could be in the darkness?”
You see the ocean and you ask yourself “what could be in the darkness?”
I don’t know the answer, yet.
I don’t know about you, yet.
If I try to walk underwater I would die.
If you try to walk underwater you would die.
Look, I’m just like you.
Look, you’re just like me.
Maybe we’ll still be similar also underwater.
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Giuseppe Leogrande
Liceo MajoranaLaterza Putignano
Italy

WATER
A raindrop from the sky
hitting the dry field,
it gives life to nature.
All around the world,
water gives hope to people
and happiness is everywhere.
Like diving in the ocean,
I am alone,
nothing around me.
I can only hear my heartbeat,
I can feel on my skin the cold water current,
I see fish swimming through kelp.
Everything looks perfect,
but I have to come back to real life
because something so beautiful
can’t last forever.
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Marco Loliva
Liceo MajoranaLaterza Putignano
Italy

Feeling blue

Glugluglu
I can hear just the sound of water.
I can see just some algae and some fish.
I can talk just with the water and no one can hear me.
Glugluglu
I live in my giant sandcastle.
I live alone, but from time to time some seahorses come to visit me.
I live in darkness apart from a few rays of sunshine.
Glugluglu
I’m really bored of listening to the sound of the bubbles.
I’m really scared when the sea is rough.
I’m really sad to be the only human at the bottom of the sea.
Glugluglu
I’d like to be dry, surrounded by the air.
I love my little swimming friends, colourful and carefree,
But they can’t talk with me and I feel so lonely.
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Paloma García Montoya
I.E.S. Aljada, Murcia
Spain
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Lucie Neubert
MariaTheresiaGymnasium Augsburg
Germany

On the beach closing my eyes listening to the sounds of nature
It splashes and rustles and I feel the wind on my skin
Thinking about a mysterious resource
It is known for being diverse
It is in your glass or in your clothes
It comes from the sky or from the ground
It can be solid or liquid
It is very strong and can carry ships, extinguish fire and even destroy entire
cities
It can also be very gentle and flow calmly
It always finds a way, no matter whether over stones, through mountains,
forests or through landscapes
It is always there but never the same
Everyone knows it and
Everyone needs it
And even if you don’t see it, you always have it with you inside your body
WATER
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Emily Puggioni
MariaTheresiaGymnasium Augsburg
Germany

What is water
Water carries in the oceans
Far away comforting the afflicted,
Washes in the river on a light barge
The beloved to the beloved.
Water rushes from clefts in the rock
As a song down to the valley,
Pearls like dew from the morning breeze
Scented cups in the flowers.
Water drips like mild rain,
Cooling in the dry earth,
Water refreshes as a source of paths
Wanderers, shepherds, game and flock.
Without having water
Everything beautiful on earth dies
Oh! and only in the human eye
Is water – a tear.
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Selena Soler Ramírez
I.E.S. Aljada, Murcia
Spain

like water
I want to be like water,
so free,
so pure,
so calm,
so necessary.
I want to be as fast as water when it
falls down the mountain.
At the end, we’re all born like a drop of guide that is derailing.
We join with other people and flow into a great sea.
I’m terrified of the fact that one day,
I may disappear,
that one day my river will be evaporate
and
simply
I won’t exist
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Matéo Ruiz
Lycée François d’Estaing, Rodez
France

I think that underwater life is impressive.
A wave of things that are unknown to us
We know only five percent of its secrets.
From its surface to its greatest depths
In the abyss, the animals are special
Like the haplophryne mollis
The biodiversity is very rich
So we must not make it disappear
Another world if
Animals are very beautiful but also dangerous
In the ocean, it is the law of the strongest.
We must protect this fragile environment
From the Atlantic to the Pacific.
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Mihai Vesa
Lycée François d’Estaing, Rodez
France

ALIVE
A journey underwater,
A paradise submerged forever,
With marlins and mermaids,
With squids and stingrays,
Way far down there is Atlantis.
Promises of peace
Are calling me.
I’m letting go.
A deeper dive.
Eternal silence of the sea.
I’m breathing
Alive.
This place is within me; this place is Atlantis.
Now I’m diving into the deep,
Searching for peace,
But now the silence is killing me.
Oxygen is decreasing
Light is diminishing
I hit the bottom
Where even the anglerfish has never been.
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Simonetta Vinella
Liceo MajoranaLaterza Putignano
Italy

LETTER
Dear me,
If you’re reading this,
Close your eyes and remember the feeling of being underwater,
Remember the sound of the waves,
Remember the smell of the sea, and let your mind wander,
Remember the wonderful, enchanting sea caves.
Remember the water reflecting the sunset,
Remember when you walked among the wide beach,
You couldn’t be upset,
That place should be reached.
Imagine around you the marine vegetation,
Full of colours and beauty,
I swear, there’s no better location.
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Chigeme Elizabeth White Eyenian
I.E.S. Aljada, Murcia
Spain

Draught
It was in my schedule, just once in a while, for me to take time and heal
I’d cleanse myself from left to right, from the top unto my heel
This took place for days, or months, eternity
I’d wash myself from what made me feel guilty
Sooner than anyone anticipated
A lot earlier than we would’ve stated
I began to feel a burning itching  tingling
An itching so strong I was now bleeding
My blood was polluted as well
My skin was dry, my hands would swell
And no matter how I tried to be clean again
The impurities brought grief and pain
In a search to heal myself from within, to feel some tiny little ease
I flew, I ran, and traveled abroad hoping to bring home my peace
My cries for help weren’t heard no matter how loudly I roared
And whosoever joined me with my search was mocked and likewise ignored
My new description was: polluted, scarce and rare
When I had always been there
Humans turned me into this, and now I can’t speak
I’m water, I’m going extinct
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Lottie Woodford
Fowey River Academy
UK
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Guest poem by
Aurora Albarracín Abellán
I.E.S. Aljada, Murcia
Spain

My Siren
Years ago I met a siren
blue hair as blue eyes
I know it’s short of madness
I must say I was five
How much time we spent that summer
every day into the blue water
we dived looking for seashells
we also saw some lobsters
Since I met my mermaid
I started watching the men
I saw them throwing waste
killing the house of my friend
One day when I arrived
she was not there
my siren had disappeared
and I had nothing left
Over time I’ve realised
that she could not live here
that our ocean has no life
and she has also fear
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In that moment anger came
I got mad with the men
with the waste they threw
and it didn’t bother me then
Sometimes I imagine my siren
swimming in more live oceans
rounded by marine animals
rounded by fishes and corals
But step by step all the water
will become empty and dead
if men don’t wake up
and start doing changes
Goodbye my good friend
now I really know
why you can’t be here
why did you have to go
I’m just looking forward
to meeting you again
to diving into the water
and see the life in the ocean then
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